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IT IS THE FIRST DAY of a large lower-division history survey, and everybody in the room wishes they were somewhere else. The students sit impatiently, eager to advance to courses in their major. They just need the class to meet a curricular requirement, and they dread having to memorize useless facts like they did in their high school history classes. The professor expects another large class filled with underprepared students who have little interest in history. A small upper-level seminar would be more rewarding. The teaching assistants, if there are any, wonder if they are ready for the task ahead. Leading seminar-style discussion requires skill and poise, and these apprentice teachers are about to spend the next several months running discussions with minimal guidance. While not every history survey course is quite so bleak, all too often, professors, students, and teaching assistants view the class as an unpleasant necessity. Surely, historians can provide a better way.

At California State University at Los Angeles, three U.S. history faculty have developed an alternative model for the history survey. In this course, students sit in groups of four or five for most of each class session. A small team of history M.A. students or advanced
history majors serve in the classroom as “facilitators.” Working alongside the professor, these peer mentors help student groups analyze primary sources and work through active-learning exercises. Occasionally, the professor calls for everyone’s attention, and a short lecture breaks out. Lower-division students, particularly those still working to acquire college-level skills, need active learning the most, but frequently end up with it the least. Our survey model, we argue, offers lower-division students the personal attention and interaction with other students that scholarship insists they need and deserve. Our model also helps advanced history students develop into better teachers and leaders by working closely with faculty in their major. Not least, for historians who care about the future of face-to-face learning, our model of in-class peer mentoring makes a stronger case for brick-and-mortar classrooms than the prevailing lecture-driven survey course does, and it can work even in large-enrollment classes.2

Scholarship on teaching and learning shows how active learning and small-group learning communities help students engage with course content and develop higher-order academic skills.3 Universities and colleges have instituted a number of programs to achieve these benefits, including first-year experience, freshmen success seminars, and Supplemental Instruction.4 These programs, however, usually benefit only a small proportion of the lower-division students. Meanwhile, most lower-division students experience history classes in relatively large classrooms that discourage active learning.5 A common model for the large history survey relies on one faculty member trying to teach 50 to 100 or more students. Even in relatively smaller classes of 50 students, faculty who incorporate active learning in small groups cannot engage with each group in any meaningful way. Another common model for the survey assigns 100 to 500 students to one faculty member, and then hires graduate teaching assistants to lead discussion sections. In both models, students do not receive a rich experience of active learning with faculty guidance. In the very large classes, faculty usually lecture to disseminate information and rely on teaching assistants for student engagement with the course content. Despite the teaching assistants’ academic career goals, their discussion sessions share similarities with the many outside-the-classroom peer mentoring programs, like Supplemental Instruction (SI). As with SI, the teaching assistant
model means that active learning takes place mostly outside the professor’s purview, with inexperienced teachers designing the exercises. Our model of in-class peer mentoring allows professors to maintain greater control of class content and teaching strategies, which is especially important when designing a class to promote student academic skills through scaffolded exercises and projects.

Elements of the In-Class Peer Mentoring Model

In these survey courses, our primary goal is to teach students to understand history as interpretation and argument. To enable students to put into practice this core component of historical thinking, we worked on improving their writing, reading, and note-taking skills, as well as their ability to gather evidence and figure out meaning. To achieve these secondary objectives, we developed these key elements in our model:

1. Streamlining or “Uncoverage”

In traditional history surveys, many students get lost in a sea of disconnected events and details, a problem made worse by textbooks. In lieu of the “coverage” model, we selected one central theme for the entire course and replaced the textbook with interesting primary sources and history journal articles all centered on that theme. For two of us, our theme focused on Americans’ changing attitudes on the role of government. Once we selected our theme, we were ready to plan class sessions focused on small-group active learning. Rather than start with our existing lecture topics and pare them down (a painful prospect), we began with a blank slate and asked ourselves what topics students needed to construct their own “big picture” answer to the central theme. For example, we narrowed our session on the New Deal to Americans’ general approval of an expanded role for the federal government. We also wanted students to see how existing racial and gender assumptions shaped new government policies, even as notions of race were becoming more ambiguous. Then, we took stock of the primary sources and activities we already had available for each topic and sought ways to convert lectures to active learning. For instance, classroom-tested primary sources on 1930s Mexican-American deportation
evolved from lecture and visuals into a brief small-group analysis activity. We still lectured, but only for fifteen to twenty percent of each class session. Lecture topics mostly served to set up active-learning projects, and with limited time, each lecture modeled for students how to make a concise historical argument on our central theme. Of course, we “covered” less content than we would have if we had primarily lectured. We then incorporated our list of skills that we believed students needed to learn to achieve our academic goals into the appropriate places.

2. **Scaffolding Academic Skills in Small Groups**

We used the newly available class time for small-group active-learning exercises to build content knowledge, academic skills, and a social support system. We designed our classroom activities to allow student groups to practice key skills together, including note-taking and writing paragraphs with strong evidence and topic sentences. We also helped students build skills through regular low-stakes homework that together accounted for a large share of the course grade. With this kind of scaffolding, we prepared students to analyze complex sources and to write an eight- to ten-page final paper, which for many was the longest piece of writing they attempted in their lives. Crucially, these homework assignments and in-class activities performed a social function, creating student buy-in and community. Because each class session required students to share their homework with each other, completion of the homework became a peer-to-peer social obligation, not simply an academic assignment.

3. **Peer Mentors and Community Building**

The advanced students serving as “facilitators” contributed to this social cohesion by helping the professor supervise small-group activities. They also provided a “near-peer” resource for the lower-division students. Each facilitator took responsibility for four groups of four to five students. Facilitators guided group discussions, answered student questions in class, took attendance, contacted students who missed class, and participated in limited grading. Despite performing some of the grading, facilitators still seemed much more like peers than faculty. First, they sat among the students
and led ice-breaking activities with them. Second, we professors still graded students’ writing. Most importantly, our presence in the room made the facilitators seem less professorial. They were never the main authority figure in the room, in contrast to the typical TA who leads a separate discussion group and grades students’ major work. Facilitators’ general responsibilities included building a learning community and explaining or modeling historical thinking and skills. This meant that they helped students do more than get the “right answers.” Facilitators also monitored their students, allowing the faculty member to spot-check groups, rather than try (in vain) to visit every group for every discussion. If certain groups were having difficulty, the faculty member and facilitator could coordinate to spend more time with those groups. The facilitators also kept track of the less-engaged students, making sure they did not fall behind. These facilitators in our pilot program received university funding, similar to wages for teaching assistants or graduate assistants. Subsequent versions of the course at our campus have removed the wages and the light grading duties and instead give the facilitators class credit as part of a paired teaching practicum course. Both models have their advantages. The teaching practicum model offers a more robust intellectual opportunity for the facilitators, whereas the stipend or payment model offers a more streamlined experience that facilitators can repeat multiple times.11

**Variations**

These general principles in the facilitator model still allow for considerable faculty freedom and choice, such as using different themes, readings, in-class assignments, skill-building exercises, and exams. Birte Pfleger organized her course on the first half of the U.S. survey around the themes of race, class, and gender, along with the skills of reading and argument summarizing. Every primary and secondary source dealt with those content themes. For skill building, students summarized each secondary source into fifty-word statements, writing at home, revising in groups during class, and then sometimes revising at home again. Facilitators gave feedback to every student in their group for each argument summary. Pfleger also edited students’ work by randomly choosing a group to visit during small-group discussions. Her focus on peer editing meant that every
student received at least two layers of feedback—from either the facilitator or the instructor, and from his/her group. Occasionally, Pfleger asked groups to edit and assign a grade for argument summaries completed by students in a prior term. This often led to lively debates about the merits of the content and composition of the summaries. Overall, students’ writing improved so much that their end results matched those of Pfleger’s Honors College students.

Carole Srole and Christopher Endy prepared the second half of the U.S. survey together for their separate classes. Asking students to assess the changing role of government in U.S. society, they focused on preparing students to write an eight- to ten-page take-home cumulative final essay. To equip students for a long paper, Srole and Endy required them to practice writing paragraphs with topic sentence arguments (TSAs). In class, students read each other’s homework using feedback rubrics that emphasized TSAs, the amount and quality of evidence, and connections between supporting evidence. Srole and Endy divided post-1865 U.S. history into seven chronological sections. After completing each era, students worked in groups to fill in summary charts in which they analyzed the period in terms of themes necessary for their papers. Since we wanted students to understand that history revolves around interpretation, both the midterm and final essays required students to make a decision about the extent of change between each time period in our theme of government. Essays also needed to discuss and resolve conflicting evidence. Each of the charts summarizing an era forced students to gather conflicting evidence on continuity and change of the theme. Students also reviewed each other’s class notes, again using a peer feedback rubric that emphasized the importance of recording ideas and supporting evidence and not just copying terms the professor posted on PowerPoint. Lectures and reading assignments emphasized the importance of identifying the thesis, supporting arguments, and evidence—another means to support our goal of teaching students to see history as interpretation. Throughout the course, students learned about the relationship between details and meaning, along with other skills necessary for historical thinking. Still, the courses differed with each professor. Srole and Endy each delivered their own lectures and spent varied amounts of time on topics. For example, Endy devoted an additional session to a role-playing exercise on the Civil Rights Movement,
while Srole allocated extra time for summarizing each chronological era. Compared to prior versions of their survey courses, Srole and Endy spent somewhat more time with assessment, while Pfleger did not. However, increased use of grading rubrics by Endy in subsequent sections helped to reduce assessment time.

**Results**

This model of teaching with in-class peer mentors succeeded in reducing our numbers of repeatable grades (Ds, Fs, and Ws), a result that pleased ourselves, our students, and university administrators. Endy’s and Srole’s DFW rates plummeted in contrast to their own previous versions of the class. Endy’s fell in half, and Srole’s dropped two-thirds.\(^\text{15}\) Pfleger’s repeatable grades dropped less dramatically compared to her previous versions of the same course, probably because she ran her pilot section while we were still developing the program and thus had less time to adopt all of our new practices.\(^\text{16}\) Part of the decline in repeatable grades came from the facilitators’ role in communicating with students who were struggling. They contacted students who missed more than two classes and encouraged those having personal difficulties. Also, Endy and Srole counted homework assignments as a relatively high proportion of the course grade. Since students could earn a 3 (C) for completing the assignment, even with flaws, and a 4 or a 5 for better quality work, this helped the overall grade of some of the less-skilled students. Moreover, scaffolded assignments enabled students to see the relevance of the course assignments, and group camaraderie kept some students from drifting away.

We were not satisfied with just passing more students. Fundamentally, we wanted them to develop historical thinking, especially learning to view history as interpretation. We also wanted to improve academic skills that would enable them to achieve this goal and would transfer to other classes. To measure students’ own ideas about their skills and historical thinking, Endy and Srole conducted anonymous student surveys on the first and last days of the term. Pfleger conducted a survey on the first day and a limited one midway through the course. For most questions, students chose from five categories: “strongly agree,” “agree,” “neither agree nor disagree,” “disagree,” and “strongly disagree.”\(^\text{17}\)
Based on our data, the community building element of the courses succeeded exceptionally well. In all three classes, students singled out their appreciation of the groups and facilitators midway or at the end of the course. In an open-ended question on the most “useful or enjoyable” part of the class, 69% of those who answered named group work and/or facilitators. Students also revised their assessment of how and where they learned. On the first day of Endy’s and Srole’s courses, 43% of students claimed that they worked best on their own, with only 12% preferring to work with others. By the end of the course, those who insisted that they learned better on their own dropped to 31%, and the percentage admitting to learning well with others more than doubled to 28%. We attribute these favorable student responses to our sustained efforts at building learning communities. Each faculty member integrated group building exercises in the beginning of their course, such as telling a story about their name or work experiences. Some of the facilitators added even more. One asked his students to answer a question on his roll sheet each day, such as what song represented their current mood. Students gathered in groups to start every session, not just as an occasional change of pace. With regularity comes mutual dependence and appreciation. Moreover, the opportunity to meet classmates reinforced an important goal for lower-level college students, bringing the social component of college life into the classroom. Lastly, peer facilitators bolstered student motivation by giving them personal attention and furthering community building. The groups succeeded in all three sections despite differences in how the three faculty grouped their students. Pfleger let students choose their groups. In his first section, Endy allowed students to form affinity groups based on what federal government agency that they would like to run, but he has since adopted the “spreading assets and liabilities” approach advocated by Larry K. Michaelsen. Srole divided students by their past academic performance, but did not have enough “A” students for each group. Our experiences with different methods of group formation does not clearly support one approach over another, although we have moved away from allowing students to select groups on their own.

Students also became more confident with some, but not all, academic skills necessary for historical thinking. They especially came to believe that they could weigh competing ideas and write about them. In pre-surveys, 53% thought they could do this well,
compared with 69% in the post-survey. Students also grew somewhat more confident in their ability to understand complex readings with elaborate structures and syntax, subtle and dense meanings, sophisticated vocabulary, and minimal reading signposts. In the pre-survey, 51% claimed that they could understand complex readings, compared with 60% in the post-survey. Students increasingly recognized history courses as a place to learn academic skills. In the pre-survey, 34% of the students thought their high school history classes helped improve skills; in contrast, 68% in the post-survey agreed that their college-level history survey improved their skills. However, their confidence in writing essays remained static. The share of students claiming strong writing skills dropped, albeit a statistically insignificant amount, from 55% to 52%. This result surprised us, because students’ mean grades on their scaffolded writing homework assignments steadily climbed in both sections surveyed. This lack of change could reflect that students took the post-survey on the last day of the course as their thoughts focused on the final essay. It might also suggest that students developed higher standards for “good” writing and recognition of the complexity of history during the course.21

Students also expanded their understanding of historical thinking and re-evaluated their views about history as memorization. Students often come to college history courses assuming that they will need to memorize names and dates, something the three faculty challenged with take-home essays and interpretative homework assignments.22 In the pre-surveys, 64% initially thought history relied on memorizing names and dates, and 30% specifically expressed concern about memorizing when answering an open-ended question on what they expected would be most challenging in the course. Yet in the post-survey, only 24% of respondents thought that history relied on memorization.23

Students showed smaller yet still encouraging gains in other aspects of historical thinking. The percentage of students who claimed that historical documents need to be “true” to have value for historians fell from 22% in the pre-survey to 18% in the post-survey. More pronounced, the share of students who very strongly rejected the idea that historical learning could only come from “true” documents increased from 47% to 57%. The proportion of students who believed that historians might interpret the same material
differently also grew slightly from 66% to 74%. Interestingly, most students began the course with an understanding that historians might interpret materials differently, even though most also believed that history was about memorization. Students in humanities majors like arts, television, fashion, and English were much less likely to view history as interpretative than those in the sciences, business, and most social sciences. Yet students in these latter majors did not necessarily see history’s interpretative nature as a positive trait. Rather, they may well have disapproved of history’s lack of exactitude. Still, as students learned more about history as interpretation, they moved closer toward seeing knowledge as more than facts; that is, they drew nearer to understanding history in the ways professional historians do.

Ultimately, students found history more interesting and relevant than when they began the course. Initially, 29% thought their prior history courses were boring, but only 11% in the post-survey described their recent survey course as boring. Students also came to view history as more relevant to their lives. In the pre-survey, 24% agreed that history was relevant to their lives, a figure that climbed to 44% in the post-survey.

Preparing Future Teachers and Professors

The peer mentor model brings one last major benefit in its ability to help advanced history majors and graduate students develop as teachers and leaders. Facilitators learn about teaching through hands-on experience, team evaluations of class sessions, discussions of grading rubrics, and pedagogical dilemmas. They meet with faculty frequently to assess the strengths and weaknesses of in-class activities and homework assignments, learning the processes of evaluating and revising teaching. Facilitators also learn from each other, often meeting before class to share questions they might ask students, as well as to discuss grading criteria, group cohesion, or challenging students. This close collaboration with faculty and fellow facilitators is missing in most TA experiences and in most other peer mentoring programs such as Supplemental Instruction. Unlike TAs, who might passively watch their professor lecture before venturing into a room alone to lead a separate discussion, the facilitators teach alongside the professor and work in a tag-team fashion to help each group of students learn. Facilitators also receive more guidance than
most teaching assistants. In addition to a half-day training session before the course begins, faculty guide the facilitators through each day’s active-learning teaching strategies. Unlike the typical discussion section designed primarily by the teaching assistant, here, the seasoned faculty member plans each class session and scaffolds assignments to build both content and skills. Facilitators receive direct teaching experience without the expectation that they have an overarching plan for a course that they are still working to master themselves. Faculty can reinforce facilitators’ preparation for independent teaching through pedagogical readings and assignments, such as designing their own active learning projects.

For our first cohort of facilitators, their experience as peer mentors prepared them for careers in teaching. Of the nine facilitators in the three classes, two are currently enrolled in Ph.D. programs, three teach at community colleges, and two are completing teaching credential programs. One facilitator recently e-mailed his professor to thank her after he had completed his first semester teaching a similar course at a neighboring community college: “I really could not have done this without your assistance. I borrowed so many parts of History 202A and when I had to improvise I found myself thinking, ‘What would Dr. Pfleger do?’”24 Another former facilitator, currently a teaching assistant in a Ph.D. program, explained how he learned to ask questions “in a clear and open-ended manner” for “encouraging dialogue and therefore scaffolding critical thinking skills.” His view of this course as a “model for how to run a skill-based and collaborate survey section” influenced how he taught his TA sections as a Ph.D. student.25 Working with facilitators, faculty can feel confident in their training of prospective university and community college instructors and high school teachers, especially when it comes to their ability to teach history through active learning. The facilitator experience can also help diversify the ranks of future history teachers on campuses that serve large numbers of first-generation college students and students of color.

Conclusion

In-class peer mentors, combined with group-based learning, provide a method for expanding the use of active learning in otherwise unwieldy classes of fifty or more students. This model enables
faculty to prepare lower-division students to perform high-quality college-level work that facilitates learning how historians interpret the past. Moreover, it helps train future university, community college, and high school teachers. With the right strategies, those large classes that so many of us dread can turn into lively learning communities. On the last day of class, students leave with improved abilities to think, read, and write historically. They have developed intellectual friendships and have experienced sustained academic conversation and debate, all at a commuter college with limited resources. What more could we ask for a survey class of non-majors?
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